TrAnsforming

your home

A complete guide to
home improvements

WindoWs : doors : Conservatories : roofline : rainWater ProduCts

Everything you
need under
one roof
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Conservatories

Doors

Rainwater Products

Any style, any size; our
conservatories are made
to measure to your exact
requirements.

You’ll definitely make an
entrance with our choice
of composite, French,
patio and bi-folding doors.

Essential for the drainage of
your home we offer a range of
guttering & downpipes.
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Cladding, fascias,
soffits…you name it
we can provide it.

We can supply a complete
range of energy efficient
windows in a choice of
styles and colours.
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Window styles
Choose from the clean straight lines
of our chamfered suite, or the elegant
curves of our sculptured suite then
create a made to measure window in
your chosen style.

Your Guide
To Windows
Chamfered Suite

You would be astonished at what modern
day PVC-U windows can do for your home.
Enhanced efficiency, security, practicality
and style are all guaranteed when you
invest in new PVC-U windows.
Not only are modern day windows 55% more efficient
than those manufactured 15 years ago, but they are
also now available in an extensive range of styles,
including sash windows that are even suitable for
period properties and buildings.

Sculptured Suite

The practical part
Security levels have been enhanced through the use
of advanced shootbolt locking systems, key locking
handles and high security hinges for ultimate safety.
Added to that practical features such as water
tightness have been improved
through the development
of integrated gaskets
that won’t move and
hence leak. In short
your ultimate in style,
quality and security.
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Casement

Dormer

Round Bay

Sash Window

Square Bay

Tilt and Turn

A summary of
benefits
• Styles to suit all properties
• 55% more efficient than
old PVC-U windows
• 60 & 70mm chamfered or
70mm sculptured windows
• Enhanced security
• No leaky gaskets
• Low maintenance
• 30 year life expectancy
• New coloured options
• Attractive glazing range

WindoW
oPtions

• Integrated blinds now
available

Personalise
your window

Encapsulated blinds
Combining practicality with the utmost style our
innovative encapsulated blind system has added a
contemporary new twist to our windows.

What better way to add
character to your windows
than by personalising them
with your choice of glass.
Go for that authentic
feel with Georgian Bar or
Astragal Bar, get that period
look with lead, add a feature
with bevels…or just keep it
simple with plain glass.

Our encapsulated blind system basically means that your
blind is cleverly sandwiched between the two panes of
glass that make up the double glazed unit. This ingenious
concept provides a clean contemporary finish to any
room and eliminates the hassle and significant expense
of purchasing blinds separately.

Add some colour
There was a time when PVC-U windows were available in white…or white;
but not any more. You now have the choice of a range of colours that are
applied by a grain effect foil. Not only does this give you more choice, but
also offers a more authentic finish that will remain untarnished for years.

Chartwell Green

Hazy Grey

Slate Grey

Anthracite Grey

Black Brown

Agate Grey

Antique Oak

Rosewood

Anthracite
Grey (Flat)

Steel Blue

Dark Red

Dark Green

Cream (PX)

Irish Oak

Siena PR

White
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A simple choice

understandinG
WindoW enerGy
ratinGs

I’m sure you are familiar with the energy
rating symbol that is used to rate the
efficiency of fridge’s, washing machines
and other electrical items; well, now similar
ratings have been introduced for windows.
The aim of Window Energy Ratings (WER’s) is to
provide you with a simple comparison of how energy
efficient windows are. Windows are rated from A to G
with A being the most energy efficient.
All our fully glazed windows are fully compliant with
the latest CE Marking regulations.
Only windows rated C or above are considered best
practice by the Energy Savings Trust, an independent,
non profit making organisation with the aim of cutting
CO2 emissions by promoting the sustainable and
efficient use of energy.
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As a trusted local supplier we pride
ourselves on offering our customers
the most up to date and energy
efficient products.
At a time when fuel bills are rocketing
and there is increased pressure on us
to lower our carbon foot print, Window
Energy Ratings are becoming vital.
Our homes account for over a quarter
of all CO2 emissions and by replacing
your windows with energy rated
windows you can reduce your fuel bills
as well as saving in CO2 terms the
equivalent of a jumbo jet flying from
London to New York.

takinG a
sustainable
aPProaCh
We are all under increased pressure to
consider our actions and take steps to lead
a more sustainable lifestyle whether it is
reusing carrier bags in the supermarket,
recycling waste or saving electricity.
As a respected local business we take our
environmental responsibilities seriously. Through our
supplier we are one of the few companies in the UK
to recycle both manufacturing waste and old PVC-U
windows. All products are recycled at the end of their
life and the materials are then used in new products
creating a continual cycle.

Do the right thing
We are continually making steps to reduce the impact
our business practises have on the environment and
ensure our products are sustainable. By choosing one
of our products not only will you be getting a quality
product backed by a reliable service, but you will also
be saving yourself money and doing your bit for the
environment.

By bringing thousands of tonnes of old PVC-U
products back into use instead of sending them to
landfill we are giving each product a potential lifespan
of 350 years making PVC-U the most sustainable
material available.

Sustainable facts
Our homes account
for 27% of the UK’s
carbon emissions

Energy rated windows
will reduce your
carbon emissions

30% of your homes
heat could be lost
through old windows
& doors

Our wndows exceed
the standards
recommended by the
Home Information
Packs (HIPs)

PVC-U is a fully
recyclable material

A and C rated
windows will save you
money on your fuel
bills
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a ChoiCe of
entranCe
doors
Your front door is an
important part of your
home. Not only does it
play a huge part in the
security of your property
but it creates a first
impression for anyone who
visits. We can supply a
complete range of PVC-U
and Composite doors, all
made to suit your exact
requirements and with the
highest levels of security
as standard.
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Composite Doors

PVC-U Doors

Combining ultimate strength,
advanced efficiency and superior
style, composite doors offer you
uncompromised quality. Designed
to replicate traditional doors,
composites have the authentic style
of timber doors but with all the low
maintenance and durable qualities of
PVC-U.

PVC-U entrance doors offer the
most extensive choice of styles and
glass designs making them incredibly
versatile. Whatever the style of your
home you can be certain you will
find a suitable door. Added to that
the quality of our doors is second to
none, every door is manufactured to
industry accreditations.

• Available in nine colour options

• Over 20 styles to choose from

• Choice of glazing designs

• Extensive glazing options

• Nine styles to choose from

• White or woodgrain finishes

• Choice of hardware

• Virtually maintenance free

• Thermally Efficient

• Will not crack, peel or fade

The whole look and layout of your home can
be totally transformed by the effective use of
doors. Used in the right situations doors can
add space, style and floods of light.

French Doors
Get that continental feel with French Doors that open up to make
your garden part of your home, perfect for sitting back and relaxing
on a summers evening. These popular doors have become a top
seller due to the perfect combination of practicality and style.
• Coloured finishes to match your window profiles
• Made to measure
• Multi point locking
• Matching handles to both doors

Bi-folding Doors
The latest innovation and a must have for those seeking the
ultimate in contemporary style are bi-folding doors. The concertina
folding mechanism means the doors stack tightly to the side to
create a totally unobstructed space, and when closed they provide
a contemporary glass façade offering panoramic views.
• The ultimate style
• Available in PVC-U or aluminium
• Supplied in almost any colour

Patio Doors
Perfect as a room divider or an entrance in their own right, patio
doors add a light airy feel to any property. The easy glide track
makes them easy to manoeuvre and the sliding action makes
them excellent when space is a concern. Available with a midrail
and letterbox they can be used as a front entrance.
• Smooth sliding action
• Tailored to suit your style
• Available in 2, 3 or 4 pane options

The whole look and layout of your
home can be totally transformed by the
effective use of doors. Used in the right
situations doors can add space, style
and floods of light.
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extend your
home With
the PerfeCt
Conservatory

A

Gone are the days when a conservatory
is just considered a non descript summer
room filled with wicker furniture. The last
decade has seen huge developments in
glass technology and structural capabilities
which means your conservatory can be
an all year round useable room; dine,
entertain, work, play or just relax…
whatever you choose to do your
conservatory can make the ideal space.

B

Our helpful staff will give you the guidance and advice
you need to create the perfect conservatory.

thinGs to Consider
Style & Size A

Colour B

Ventilation C

Conservatories come in a complete array of
styles all you need to do is think about which
you prefer and which suits the style of your
property. All conservatories are made to
measure depending on the space available.

Your conservatory can
now come in a range of
different colours so you
can create the perfect
look to compliment your
home and surroundings.

Roof vents and fans are both
efficient ways to ventilate
your conservatory. The level
of ventilation required will
depend on the direction your
conservatory faces. Heat
reflecting blue glass will help
keep your conservatory cool
in summer.

Lean-to

Victorian
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Edwardian

Black

Dark Green

Grey

Cream

Irish Oak

Antique Oak

Rosewood

Sage Green

White

Gable

Combinations

C

A summary
of benefits
• An all year round
usable room
• Hundreds of styles
& shapes
• CAD service with free
multi view drawings

E

• Made to measure
• Tailored to your
requirements
• Knowledgeable advice
• Low maintenance
& durable
• Porches also available

D

F

Windows D

The Roof E

Doors F

Consider whether you
want the windows in your
conservatory to open, if so do
you want top openers or side
openers? Do you want clear
glass or patterned?

The roof is a major part of your
conservatory and you have
a few options: cost effective
polycarbonate, heat reflecting blue
glass, self-cleaning glass, insulating
clear glass or even a solid roof.

French, patio or bi folding
doors are all suitable for
your conservatory it’s
just down to individual
taste. See page 9 for
features and benefits.

Glass

Polycarbonate

Tinted Glass

Solid
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Top tip

Practical
parts
Guttering
& downpipes

A

If water is leaking over the top
of your horizontal guttering it is
likely it is blocked. You will need
to remove any debris asap…
leaves are usually prime culprits!

B

To prevent future blockages
invest in leaf guard.

C

The best time to check for
leaks is when it is raining. If
you see any leaking water from
downpipes get them checked by
a professional urgently.

Why choose PVC-U
guttering?
• Much more economical

Everyone wants their home to look good but more
importantly it also needs to be fully functional
which means thinking about aspects which may
not be so obvious such as your rainwater system.
It may be out of your eye line but your guttering
and down pipes are essential for the drainage of
your home. If you leave faulty guttering in place it
can lead to all kinds of serious problems.
The guttering on your home is designed to carry rainwater
away from the building, therefore if it is defective in any way
it can be the source of many sorts of damp problems, and if it
is not properly maintained the water can run down the outside
wall causing mould growth, ruining the paintwork
and ultimately causing serious
structural damage.
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• Easy to install
• Easy to replace sections
• Strong and durable
• Will not rust
• Available in a range of colours

add the
finishinG
touChes
Roofline

Top Tip
• If you are replacing your
guttering check your
soffits and fascias as it is
much cheaper to get them
done at the same time

The benefits of
PVC-U roofline

Our low maintenance pvc-u roofline products will not only enhance the
look of your home but they are incredibly low maintenance so will stay that
way for years to come without the need for sanding or painting.

• Low maintenance

Our product range includes fascia boards, cellular boards, cladding, soffits
and architraves all of which come in a choice of white or a choice of wood
grain effect finishes and will not suffer from discoloration problems.

• Weatherproof

If you want to smarten up the appearance of your home and add the
finishing touches speak to us and see what a difference we could make.

• Cost effective

• Will not rot, crack or peel
• Lasts for years
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Guaranteed
PeaCe
of mind

Home improvements are an investment,
when carried out professionally they will
add value to your property as well as
significantly improving your lifestyle whether
it be adding extra space, improving thermal
efficiency, making the layout more practical
or just making your home more stylish.
Despite the significant benefits no investment should
be taken lightly. Effective home improvements require
careful consideration, professional
advice and skilled workmanship.
Don’t compromise; you want to
be confident that you are getting
the best products and the best
service, at the best price.

Fully accredited
All of our products are fully accredited
to industry standards so quality
is guaranteed. Every product is
manufactured in our state of the
art factory which houses some of
the most technologically advanced
equipment available.
When you choose our products and
our service you will only get the best.
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Best products
Best service
Best price
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CERTIFICATE No 90/2528

KM07957
BS EN 1279
SEALED UNITS

KM12887
BS7412
WINDOWS

KM33527
PAS24/BS7412
ENHANCED SECURITY
WINDOWS

KM505822
PAS24/BS7412
GENERAL & ENHANCED
SECURITY DOORS
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Window Store is a supplier to the trade, and cannot be held accountable for manufacture
or installation by independent individuals or companies
All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith.
As it is company policy to continually improve products, methods and materials, changes
of specification may be made from time to time without prior notice. This statement does
not affect your statutory rights.
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